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ABSTRACT. Copolymers based on diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) cores have attracted a lot of attention due to their high $p$-type as well as $n$-type carrier mobilities in organic field-effect transistors (FETs) and high power conversion efficiencies in solar cell structures. We report the structural and charge transport properties of $n$-dialkyl side-chain substituted thiophene DPP end-capped with a phenyl group (Ph-TDPP-Ph) monomer in FETs which were fabricated by vacuum deposition and solvent coating. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) from bottom-gate, bottom-contact FET architectures were measured with and without biasing. Ph-TDPP-Ph reveals polymorphic structure with π-conjugated stacking direction oriented in-plane. The unit cell comprises either one monomer with $a=20.89$ Å, $b=13.02$ Å, $c=5.85$ Å, $\alpha=101.4^\circ$, $\beta=90.6^\circ$, and $\gamma=94.7^\circ$ for one phase (TR1), or two monomers with $a=24.92$ Å, $b=25.59$ Å, $c=5.42$ Å, $\alpha=80.3^\circ$, $\beta=83.5^\circ$, and $\gamma=111.8^\circ$ for the second phase (TR2). The TR2 phase thus signals a shift from a coplanar to herringbone orientation of the molecules. The device performance is sensitive to the ratio of the two triclinic phases found in the film. Some of the best FET performances with $p$-type carrier mobilities of 0.1 cm$^2$/Vs and on/off ratio of $10^6$ are for films that comprise mainly the TR1 phase. GIXRD from in-operando FETs demonstrates the crystalline stability of Ph-TDPP-Ph.
1. INTRODUCTION

The design of systems incorporating both donor and acceptor chromophores in a polymer or oligomer are of interest in ambipolar organic field-effect transistors (FETs) and solar cells. Conjugated oligomers and polymers based on donor-acceptor (D-A) moieties may be tuned such that their bandgap energies are lowered. Such low bandgap materials are not just useful for device applications but are desired to achieve chemically stable organic semiconductors. The strong intermolecular interactions may lead to molecular packing with a large electronic bandwidth, enhancing charge carrier mobilities. Copolymers of diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) have attracted a lot of attention due to their high carrier mobilities and stable performance in organic FETs and solar cells.\textsuperscript{1-10} The tuning of the optical bandgap of DPP copolymers, for example, allows application in near-infrared hybrid photodetectors.\textsuperscript{11} Some approaches for improving carrier mobility in DPP-based copolymers, where the DPP unit acts as an acceptor, are side-chain engineering,\textsuperscript{12} incorporating planar end groups,\textsuperscript{13} and designing polymers by coupling two DPP core units to control the π-orbital delocalization. Copolymers based on coupled DPP-DPP units have resulted in high mobility $n$-channel FETs.\textsuperscript{1, 7} There are also reports of organometallic DPP core based systems, with the triplet excitonic states playing a role in the photovoltaic process; such systems have a potential impact in optoelectronics by tailoring the cyclometalating ligands.\textsuperscript{14}

Due to the inherent dispersity imposed by synthetic routes in conjugated polymers, correlating molecular structure to device performance often remains a challenge. This poses additional barriers in obtaining an in-depth structure-property relationship in D-A polymers where the crystallinity and packing of the molecules are strongly related to chain folding and chain length.
In a recent work by Mukhopadhyay et al., chain length studies of DPP oligomers were conducted from one to five repeating units.\textsuperscript{15} These studies reveal the role of chain length to the transition between molecular packing to disordered polymer-type packing. Monodisperse oligomers thus provide a benchmark for correlating charge transport to crystal packing. Moreover, the method of deposition of organic molecules/oligomers to form thin films dictates crystal packing and charge transport properties. Altering the film growth, which can involve vacuum evaporation, spincoating, and other crystallization processes, along with tailoring the halogen interaction at the semiconductor-dielectric interface in FET architectures has been extensively used in soluble bis(triethylsilylethynyl)-anthradithiophene (TES-ADT)-type semiconductors to correlate carrier mobility with molecular packing and structure.\textsuperscript{16-17}

Further, polymorphism plays a large role in governing crystal structure and consequently charge transport.\textsuperscript{18-21} By using compositionally identical but structurally different guest–host systems based on TES-ADTs, it was shown that FET carrier mobilities are greatly reduced by adding the \textit{syn} isomer to \textit{anti} TES-ADT.\textsuperscript{22} By considering non-covalent interactions, quantum chemical investigations from isomers of functionalized oligoacenes highlight the mechanism of enhanced charge transport properties in “brickwork” configuration compared to “slipped-stack” structures.\textsuperscript{23} Such stacking configurations have been observed in molecular crystals based on dibenzo-chrysene; the slipped-stack configuration yields FET charge carrier mobilities almost two orders of magnitude lower than the brickwork configuration.\textsuperscript{24}

Another question that arises in determining FET performance and stability is whether there are any structural changes to the organic semiconductor upon the application of a gate voltage or bias stress \textit{in-operando}. Changes to the threshold voltage under prolonged electrical bias in FETs have been attributed to trapping and migration of charges,\textsuperscript{25-27} although the exact mechanism
remains unclear. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering from pentacene FETs reveal disorder incorporated by $sp^3$ carbons, which disrupt the aromaticity of the molecule, upon application of a bias stress, such a disorder was not observed in low operating voltage pentacene FETs. Liscio and coworkers employed grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) from biased pentacene FETs, and proposed that an applied electric field could reorient a fraction of the pentacene molecules located at or near grain boundaries. These experimental observations in pentacene raise further questions as to whether structural changes under applied electric fields in FETs may occur in other small molecules that show a herringbone pattern. In particular, how robust are DPP based oligomers structurally upon bias stress and do their processing condition impact transport properties?

Huss-Hansen and co-workers measured GIXRD from biased small molecule 5,5'-bis(naphth-2-yl)-2,20-bithiophene (NaT$_2$) FETs, and by varying the gate voltage over a 10 h period find effectively no changes to its structure refinement, demonstrating the crystalline stability of the system under operation. GIXRD is a useful tool not just for revealing the structure and molecular packing of thin organic films but is also becoming an accessible technique for studying structural properties from working devices to correlate changes in transport properties to structural properties of organic semiconductors.

In this work we focus on a monodisperse small molecule of $n$-dialkyl side-chain substituted thiophene DPP end-capped with a phenyl group (Ph-TDPP-Ph). The alkyl side chain facilitates solution processing. Both evaporated and solution processed films were used in FETs, where the dropcast films were fabricated using solvents with different boiling points. GIXRD from the Ph-TDPP-Ph films reveals two distinct triclinic phases either with one or two molecules per unit cell. The two phases are interpreted in terms of the differences in the inclination of the molecule...
plane from the c-axis. The ratio between these phases depends to some extent on processing conditions, and further dictates the transport properties in FETs. Our study shows that a slight shift from a coplanar structure can hinder transport properties. The FET carrier mobilities are seen to change by few orders of magnitude depending on the ratio of the two triclinic phases. The highest FET carrier mobilities and improved on/off ratios are observed for Ph-TDPP-Ph films that have a low fraction of the triclinic phase with two monomers per unit cell. Contrary to other small molecules such as pentacene, where the herringbone packing promotes improved transport properties, the herringbone packing motif in Ph-TDPP-Ph is seen to be detrimental to carrier transport.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Monomer Synthesis

Synthesis of 2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-3,6-bis(5-phenylthiophen-2-yl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4(2H,5H)-dione (Ph-TDPP-Ph): To a mixture of phenyl boronic acid (0.079 g, 0.64 mmol), potassium carbonate (0.089 g, 0.64 mmol) in toluene/ethanol (3:1, 60 mL), the reaction mixture was stirred at 50°C for 30 min. Then the compound 3,6-bis(5-bromothiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4(2H,5H)-dione (0.3 g, 0.29 mmol) was added one portion, and the reaction mixture was heated at 110°C for 12 h and then cooled to room temperature. Dichloromethane (100 mL), water (200 mL) were added and the layer separated. The organic layer was concentrated in-vacuo. Further purification was carried out by column chromatography on silica gel eluting with hexane/ethyl acetate (5%) to give compound Ph-TDPP-Ph as a dark blue solid (0.22 g, 75%). The chemical structure is shown in Figure 1 (a). The NMR and MALDI spectra of Ph-TDPP-Ph are provided in Figures S1-S3.
2.2 Materials

The Si$^{++}$/SiO$_2$ substrates were purchased from Silicon Quest International. 1,2-dichlorobenzene (anhydrous, 98%), toluene (HPLC grade), and octadecyltrichlorosilane ($\geq$90%) were procured from Sigma Aldrich, Inc. Chloroform (HPLC grade) was acquired from Fisher Scientific. The gold (Au wire, 99.99%) used for electrode evaporation in the top-contact devices was obtained from Kurt J. Lesker Company.

2.3 Substrate Preparation

*Top-contact substrates:* SiO$_2$ was cleaned thoroughly via organic cleaning and plasma cleaning. Substrates were sonicated in acetone and isopropanol for 10 minutes each, then rinsed with DI water after and dried with compressed nitrogen. After drying, the substrates were plasma cleaned for 10 minutes in a Harrick Plasma PDC-32G Plasma Cleaner at a chamber pressure of 300 mTorr of O$_2$ gas. Some SiO$_2$ substrates were also treated with an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) monolayer. These substrates were first piranha cleaned by placing them in a 10:3.5 mL mixture of H$_2$SO$_4$:H$_2$O$_2$ for 10 minutes and then rinsed with DI water. 24 hours after piranha cleaning, 0.25 g of OTS was diluted in 10 mL of toluene and substrates were allowed to sit in solution up to 25 seconds.

*Bottom-contact substrates:* Highly n-doped silicon with 200 nm thermally grown SiO$_2$ functioning as the gate dielectric was used as substrates for the bottom-contact devices. Interdigitated source-drain electrodes with 500 µm spacing were patterned by photolithography and realized by metal evaporation (3 nm Ti/30 nm Au) and lift-off. A second photolithography step was used to pattern gate electrode contact pads which were realized by HF etching, metal evaporation (3 nm Ti/30 nm Au), and lift-off. This design (Figure 1(d)) fits into zero-insertion force (ZIF) sockets thereby enabling electrical biasing during GIXRD characterization.
2.4 Thin Film and FET Preparation

The Ph-TDPP-Ph powder was transferred to a quartz crucible to be thermally evaporated in a vacuum vapor deposition chamber inside a nitrogen filled glovebox. The film thickness was monitored during evaporation by an Inficon quartz crystal monitor and later confirmed using a Veeco NT 9109 optical profilometer. For dropcast films, Ph-TDPP-Ph powder was dissolved in either anhydrous toluene or a mixture of 1,2-dichlorobenzene and chloroform (1:1 vol%) at a solute concentration of 10 mg/mL and let sit for at least 6 hours to properly dissolve. SiO$_2$ substrates were heated to 60 °C on a hot plate and held at angles < 10° at which point less than 30 µL of the Ph-TDPP-Ph solution was dropped onto the SiO$_2$. The solution was allowed to run parallel to the direction of channel length, depositing a film as the solvent evaporated. Both top-contact and bottom-contact (with interdigitated electrodes) FETs were fabricated, as shown in Figures 1 (b) and (c). Immediately after film deposition, top Au contacts were thermally evaporated in a desired architecture via shadow masks. The chamber pressure during evaporation was $5 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar. The FET channel width (W) to length (L) ratios varied between 8-20. GIXRD from in-operando studies were conducted from bottom-contact FETs with W/L ratio of 270.

2.5 Electrical characterization and GIXRD Setup

Electrical characterizations were performed using a Keithley 2400 and a Keithley 236 sourcemeter. The 2400 sourcemeter was used to apply the gate voltage and measure gate current while the 236 sourcemeter applied drain-source voltage and measured the drain current. All measurements were performed at room temperature under ambient conditions. Electrical biasing for in-operando GIXRD measurements was conducted with a Hewlett-Packard E3620A voltage source and a programmable Kepco BOP100-10MG voltage source, which were used to supply the gate and source-drain voltages, respectively, while the drain current was monitored by a
Keithley 486 picoammeter. All measurements were performed in a dedicated sample chamber filled with helium.

The GIXRD measurements of Ph-TDPP-Ph thin films were carried out at the UK CRG beamline, XMaS (BM28), at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. The samples were measured in a nylon/metal-printed sample chamber continuously flushed with helium in order to reduce the absorption and scattering due to air. X-ray energy of 10 keV and a beam size of 50 µm × 350 µm (height × width) were used. The samples were mounted onto a custom made circuit board allowing electrical connections to a ZIF-socket, as previously described in section 2.3. The angle of incidence was optimized for each sample to maximize the intensity of the diffraction and was around 0.16° for the thin film samples. The X-ray footprint varied from sample to sample and was generally around 11 millimeters along the diagonally aligned electrodes. The X-ray intensity images were recorded with an MAR165 charge-coupled device (CCD) detector placed about 350 mm from the sample.

**Figure 1.** (a) Chemical structure of Ph-TDPP-Ph. Schematic of FET architectures for (b) top-contact, bottom gate and (c) bottom-contact, bottom-gate using Ph-TDPP-Ph as the
semiconductor and SiO$_2$ as the gate dielectric. (d) Image of the bottom-contact FET electrode layout used for GIXRD measurements.

**3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

**3.1 GIXRD from Dropcast Films**

The Ph-TDPP-Ph films were developed for top-contact and bottom-contact, bottom-gate FETs via thermal evaporation and solution dropcasting. The structure was first solved for Ph-TDPP-Ph films on SiO$_2$ dropcast from the mixture of dichlorobenzene and chloroform (DCB:Chl, 1:1 % vol). The GIXRD measurements show a well aligned pattern of about 50 reflections, all of which can be indexed according to a triclinic unit cell of $a=20.89$ Å, $b=13.02$ Å, $c=5.85$ Å, $\alpha=101.4^\circ$, $\beta=90.6^\circ$, and $\gamma=94.7^\circ$. The calculated density assuming one molecule per unit cell is 1.083 g/cm$^3$.

The same diffraction pattern was observed for the corresponding samples deposited on glass. Figure 2 (a) shows examples of the indexed reflections where unit cell axes $b$ and $c$ are assumed to be on the horizontal ($q_h$) plane. The calculated positions ($h00$ excluded) are shown with blue dots.

Other thick dropcast films (processed from DCB:Chl) were measured using a larger angle of incidence, which allowed a better angular resolution. These samples revealed a slightly different crystal structure, which is shown as a higher number of reflections, in particular at low angles. The samples showed weak alignment, but a thinner position on the film gave a diffraction pattern from which individual reflections could be indexed (Figure 2 (b)). Detailed study showed that we observe the same diffraction pattern as above for these dropcast films (shown in red); however, another crystalline structure appears which may be indexed in another triclinic unit cell with $a=24.92$ Å, $b=25.59$ Å, $c=5.42$ Å, $\alpha=80.3^\circ$, $\beta=83.5^\circ$, and $\gamma=111.8^\circ$ (shown in blue). The calculated density assuming two molecules per unit cell is 1.084 g/cm$^3$. We shall refer to these
two triclinic crystal morphologies with one and two molecules per unit cell as TR1 and TR2, respectively. Dropcast films (< 100 nm) were entirely the TR1 phase as far as it could be observed (Figure 2(a)) whereas thicker films show both phases with a TR1:TR2 ratio of 20:1 (Figure 2(b)). The ratio of these two phases seems to vary with the solvent used. When a thick film is cast from toluene, the TR1:TR2 ratio is close to 1:4, as shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S4). In Section 3.2 we discuss how the phase ratio was determined.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) GIXRD pattern of a thin (< 100 nm) Ph-TDPP-Ph film dropcast from a DCB:Chl solution on SiO$_2$. The structure here has one molecule per unit cell with the crystalline form TR1. (b) GIXRD pattern of a thick (>100 nm) Ph-TDPP-Ph film dropcast from DCB:Chl. The image shows a weakly aligned and granular pattern of reflections that agree with the crystalline phase TR1 (indexed in red), but also very faint rings belonging to TR2 can be distinguished (blue).

Based on unit cell parameters and comparison between the two observed forms, we propose a general packing motif for the molecules. We note that despite differences in unit cell angles, the diffraction patterns have certain similarities. Both produce a strong layer line at exactly the same position $q_h = 0.5$ 1/Å with asymmetric pairs of reflections, i.e., strong $hk0$ and weak $h-k0$
reflections. In particular, strong reflections 510 (TR1) or 6-20 (TR2) occur at about an 18° angle from the surface. TR1 and TR2 show an approximate 13 Å periodicity along the substrate surface, corresponding to the $q_h = 0.5 \, 1/\, \text{Å} \, \text{layer line. The layer spacing normal to the surface increases from 20.9 Å in TR1 to 24.9 Å in TR2 while the c-axis spacing decreases from 5.85 Å to 5.42 Å and the unit cell density remains the same.}

Therefore, we determine that the orientation of the molecule in the two structures is very similar with respect to the sample surface, while the changes in the c-axis indicate differences in the angle of inclination of the molecule plane from the c-axis, which we assume to be the direction of stacking. The inclination may occur by rotation around the molecule short axis (pitch) or the molecule long axis (roll), which generates translations along the long and short molecular axes. Essentially, this leads to a staggered coplanar geometry. Assuming the π-stacking distance to be 3.9 Å, the translations are 4.4 Å (TR1) and 3.7 Å (TR2) and the corresponding pitch and roll are 47° and 42°, respectively from the cofacial π-stack. Due to the differences in the inclination of the molecules in the two triclinic phases (in the direction of stacking), we expect dramatic changes in charge transport properties between the two phases.

Detailed crystal data for the Ph-TDPP-Ph monomer studied here does not yet exist. A TDPP monomer with a shorter alkyl side group compared to the TDPP monomer here was investigated by Hartnett et al. and its crystal form was determined. The molecules are arranged in columnar stacks with 6.53 Å periodicity and 3.59 Å π-stacking distances, resulting in a large translation of 5.45 Å (3.34 Å longitudinal and 4.32 Å transverse) between closest molecules in the stacks. The columnar stacks are lined side-by-side by hydrogen bonding between thiophene 3-proton and carbonyl oxygen, which sets the inter-columnar distance to 10.2 Å. The hydrogen bonds may be responsible for the almost coplanar molecule orientation.
Figure 3 plots our interpretation of the TR1 and TR2 phases in Ph-TDPP-Ph films. The columnar stacks occur in the c-direction with inter-columnar distance 13 Å. The observed 3 Å period suggests hydrogen bonding between carbonyl oxygen and one or two of the phenyl hydrogens. The a-axis is assumed to be almost perpendicular to c-axis. In other words, the inclination is mostly by rolling the molecule about 50° and therefore the translation is mostly transverse. The large transverse translation means that there is less π-stacking interaction within the columnar stacks compared to completely coplanar stacks. However, π-stacking interaction occurs between the thiophene and phenyl units in the neighboring stacks and their overlap is expected to be larger in TR1 than in TR2 (see Figure 3, left), assuming that the geometry is otherwise similar.

Alternatively, we propose the neighboring stacks to have opposite roll directions for the TR2 structure to account for the observed “double period” in the b-direction. Thus, the thiophene/phenyl tails would assume a herringbone motif. We note that neither proposed structure has an effective π-stacking of the DPP groups.
Figure 3. The proposed packing motif of the Ph-TDPP-Ph crystal structures TR1 and TR2. The view on the right is along the \(c\)-axis and molecules on a single stack are highlighted in pink (main group only). The image on the left shows a view along the molecule long axis. H.B. denotes hydrogen bonding between carbonyl oxygen. The orientation of side group alkyl chains, depicted by the curved lines, may be either perpendicular to the surface or along the molecule long axis. The drawing with respect to side groups is schematic. Dashed lines indicate some of the strongest scattering planes.

3.2 GIXRD from Evaporated Films

In order to test the structural integrity of Ph-TDPP-Ph based on the film deposition conditions, GIXRD measurements were conducted from evaporated films, which varied in thickness. All evaporated Ph-TDPP-Ph films show similar diffraction patterns as dropcast films. The GIXRD data from evaporated films of two different thicknesses are shown in Figure S5. A comparison with Figure 2 (a) shows additional features, most notably at \(q_h = 1.35\) 1/Å. These patterns agree
with the TR2 reflections and we thus conclude that both phases TR1 and TR2 are observed in these evaporated films.

Figure 4 shows the intensity profile along the $q_h = 0.5$ 1/Å layer line for the evaporated samples compared with the dropcast films. The contribution from TR1 phase (red) and TR2 phase (blue) are superposed in the evaporated films. The ratio of TR1:TR2 is estimated from the ratio of the integrals of the two phases on this layer line. We also note that the vertical width of the reflections for both phases agrees with the nominal film thickness, so that the film consists of patches of the two phases. Evaporated films with thicknesses of 8 nm, 15 nm, and 24 nm corresponded to TR1:TR2 ratios of 20:80, 65:35, and 55:45, respectively. For evaporated films, the peak broadening scales as $q^2$, which points to paracrystal lattice imperfections. The same is not observed for dropcast films.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Black dots show the GIXRD intensity profiles along the $q_h = 0.5$ 1/Å layer line for the evaporated samples with increasing thickness (top three curves) compared with the thin and thick
dropcast films (two bottom curves). The two bottom curves correspond to the data shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure S4, respectively. Fits to the TR1 phase are shown in red and the fits to the TR2 phase in blue.

Overall, the GIXRD results show similar structural properties from both evaporated and solution processed films. For some evaporated films, as discussed later in Section 3.3, the TR1 phase was the dominant phase. Solvents play some role in controlling the TR1:TR2 phase. The solvent mixture, DCB:Chl, yields films with a low fraction of the TR2 phase and for some cases, the TR2 phase was seen to be negligible. In order to correlate these structural properties, in particular the TR1:TR2 phase ratio to transport properties, FETs were fabricated from both evaporated and dropcast Ph-TDPP-Ph films, identical to what was used for GIXRD.

3.3 FET Characteristics

The schematic architectures of the FETs are shown in Figure 1. The bottom-contact geometry, as seen in Figure 1 (d), allows a close fit for electrical connections during GIXRD measurements. The light molecular weight of these small molecules allows thermal evaporation deposition with finely controlled film thicknesses. Evaporated films ranged from 8 nm – 30 nm in thickness while dropcast films ranged from 50 – 200 nm in separate devices. The FET characteristics were obtained for varying thicknesses of the evaporated Ph-TDPP-Ph films. P-type carrier mobilities were obtained using $\mu = \frac{2}{C_i W} L \left( \frac{\partial V_G}{\partial V_{DS}} \right)^2$, where $C_i$ is the dielectric capacitance, $L$ is the channel length, $W$ is the channel width, $I_{DS}$ is the drain current, and $V_G$ is the gate voltage. For transfer properties, the gate voltage is swept up to the constantly applied drain voltage, $V_{DS}$, which is in the saturation region. A linear fit of this saturation region can then be used to obtain the carrier mobilities for a given FET. An example of obtaining the carrier mobility in the linear region of the output characteristics is shown in the Supporting Information.
Figures 5 (a) and (b) show the output and transfer characteristics from a top-contact (with bottom SiO$_2$ gate insulator) FET with evaporated Ph-TDPP-Ph film of thickness 12 nm. Although GIXRD was not directly measured from this particular device, similar films were identified as being only the TR1 phase, where good transport properties are expected. The hole mobility for these Ph-TDPP-Ph FETs are as high as 0.1 cm$^2$/Vs with $I_{on}/I_{off}$ as $10^6$ and a threshold voltage, $V_{th}$, of -10.1 V (Figure 5 (b)). Next, we compare the FET properties from films with known TR1:TR2 phase ratios and different film processing conditions.

The dropcast films were deposited on SiO$_2$ as discussed in Section 2.4. Although solvent-vapor annealing produces thin crystallites, getting a uniform coverage over the FET channel length and width dimensions can be challenging. Thus, the dropcast films used were annealed without any solvent-vapor treatment. Figures 5 (c) and (d) display the output and transfer characteristics from a typical dropcast FET. These devices were fabricated as top-contact, bottom-gate and all the FETs perform in a similar fashion. The inset of Figure 5 (d) shows an optical image of a dropcast Ph-TDPP-Ph film with a uniform coverage on a substrate that supports four different FETs. The thickness of the dropcast film across the active area was roughly 50 nm. The $I_{on}/I_{off}$ ratio and the hole mobility are $\sim 10^3$ and $7 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/Vs, respectively. The top-contact FET geometry for both evaporated and spincoated Ph-TDPP-Ph films perform better compared to the bottom-contact FETs. Unlike the bottom-contact geometries, the FETs switch on at a much lower voltage in top-contact FETs; the threshold voltage in Figure 5 (d) is -6 V. For this dropcast film, a DCB:Chl solvent was used. These dropcast Ph-TDPP-Ph films have shown roughly a 20:1 TR1 to TR2 phase ratio. It can start to be seen that when both monomer phases are present, the FET device performances are significantly diminished compared to when only the TR1 phase is present. In
In order to understand the role of the two phases on charge transport, additional FETs were fabricated to directly compare phase ratios among evaporated films.

**Figure 5.** (a) Output and (b) transfer characteristics from a Ph-TDPP-Ph evaporated FET (12 nm film). This film is of only the TR1 phase. (c) Output and (d) transfer characteristics from a Ph-TDPP-Ph dropcast top-contact, bottom-gated FET. The inset in (d) shows an optical image of the film and the device. The channel length (separation between the two Au vertical lines) is 200 µm.

The evaporated films were deposited onto SiO$_2$ gate dielectric in a top-contact, bottom-gate device architecture with varied thickness ranging from 8 nm to 30 nm. Figure 6 displays the transfer characteristics for evaporated films of thicknesses 8 nm and 24 nm (whose GIXRD data
is shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S5). As suggested with the dropcast film, when
the TR2 phase is present, the carrier mobility is significantly reduced. Indeed, we continue to see
that trend in these evaporated films. When considering average values taken across all devices
per film thickness and substrate (Table 1), we observe that an increasing percentage of the TR2
phase present in the film leads to decreasing hole mobilities, $I_{On}/I_{Off}$, and increasing threshold
voltages. Table 1 shows the average values of FET performance for at least 10 devices for each
of the evaporated Ph-TDPP-Ph film thicknesses. The decrease in FET performance
with increasing TR2 phase may be attributed to the differences in molecular packing - coplanar
vs. herringbone packing motif - of neighboring stacks. Both TR1 and TR2 phases are found to
have a large rotation around the molecule long axis (~45-55°) so there is no overlap of the π-orbitals *within* the stacks in either phase. However, the coplanar configuration allows an overlap
between the molecules in neighboring stacks, whereas the herringbone motif inhibits such an
overlap. This is in contrast with the more general case such as in pentacene where enhanced
carrier transport arises due to an overlap within the stacks and is significant even in herringbone
packing. It is also important to note that varying the film thickness does not necessarily dictate
the TR1:TR2 phase ratio, as separate substrates with the same film thickness can have quite
different electrical properties, indicating different phase ratios (Figure S6). In addition, OTS and
non-OTS treated SiO$_2$ substrates with evaporated films show similar FET performances (Figure
S7). Although the exact thermodynamic barrier and the kinetics that govern the two proposed
phases are not known, we see a clear correlation in degradation of charge transport with an
increase in the TR2 phase.
Figure 6. Transfer characteristics for (a) 8 nm and (b) 24 nm evaporated films from top-contact FETs. Text insets display quantities for a single, typical device. Presence of the TR2 phase decreases electrical conductivity, which is evident in the decreasing hole mobility.

Table 1. Best and average values of FET performances for various thicknesses and TR1:TR2 phase ratios for selected evaporated films in top-contact geometry. Per film thickness, averages were taken across several FETs on the same substrate (up to 20 available). Electrical characteristics are best when the film is dominated by TR1, and decrease for increasing percentage of TR2 phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>TR1:TR2 Ratio</th>
<th>Hole Mobility, Best (cm²/Vs)</th>
<th>Hole Mobility, Average (cm²/Vs)</th>
<th>On/Off Ratio, Average</th>
<th>Threshold Voltage, Average (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20:80</td>
<td>2.8×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.6×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1×10⁴</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>55:45</td>
<td>1.8×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.0×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>4×10⁴</td>
<td>-9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>100:0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>6.2×10⁻²</td>
<td>1×10⁶</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 In-Operando GIXRD on FETs

Another interesting component of this film structure, and thus the charge transfer mechanism, is determining how stable the film structure is while the FET is operating. When molecules within a film are subject to rotating or shifting in the presence of an electric field, charge transfer properties are affected. The work done by Liscio et al. shows that a pentacene film structure changes during FET operation, sweeping up to $V_G = V_{DS} = -30V$.\textsuperscript{30} To better understand the Ph-TDPP-Ph monomer studied here, GIXRD measurements were conducted in-operando for multiple film thicknesses that were evaporated. The GIXRD measurements were obtained from the bottom-gate, bottom-contact FETs (Figure 1 (d)) by biasing the FETs in the saturation region and for a few values of $V_G$.

Figure 7 (a) shows the transfer curves from two bottom-contact FETs with different TR1:TR2 concentrations. As stated earlier, the bottom contact devices perform worse than the top-contact devices. For the same device architecture (W/L ratios) the overall current decreases with an increase in the TR2 phase similar to what is seen in the top-contact devices with both dropcast and evaporated films. The carrier mobilities of the 15 nm and 24 nm film FETs are $1\times10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/Vs and $5\times10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/Vs, respectively. As noted earlier the TR1:TR2 phase ratio is 65:35 and 55:45 for the 15 nm and 24 nm film thicknesses, respectively.

Figure 7 (b) and (c) compares the GIXRD patterns obtained for a 15 nm evaporated film with and without electrical bias. Both the TR1 and TR2 reflections (indicated by red and blue labels, respectively) are observed. We observe no change in the film structure during FET operation, where voltages were swept up to $V_G = -50$ V and $V_{DS} = -30$ V. The biased pattern displays more indexed reflections only due to the difference in peak contrast. Both patterns show identical reflection peak positions. The GIXRD measurements were conducted over an hour by applying
the bias voltage. These results show that any instability that may arise due to a bias-stress (see Fig. S9) has no origin in structural changes.

Figure 7. (a) Transfer curves of evaporated films for film thicknesses of 15 nm and 24 nm in a bottom-contact, bottom-gate FET architecture. The inset shows an image of the FET. As compared to the top-contact devices, the hole mobilities and On/Off currents are lower. GIXRD patterns for an evaporated 15 nm film (b) with and (c) without electrical bias. The film structure remains unchanged under an applied bias. Reflections from TR1 and TR2 are marked by red and blue.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, GIXRD studies from \textit{n-dialkyl} side-chain substituted DPP monomer reveal a triclinic crystal structure with two phase polymorphism (TR1 and TR2) and the $\pi$-conjugated
stacking direction oriented in-plane. The two phases are seen in both evaporated and solution processed films. Although a direct correlation between the ratio of the phases and the processing condition could not be ascertained, solvents such as dichlorobenzene and chloroform result in a higher fraction of the TR1 phase over TR2 compared to solvents such as toluene. π-stacking interaction occurs between the thiophene and phenyl units in the neighboring stacks and their overlap is expected to be larger in TR1 compared to the TR2 phase. The thiophene and phenyl tails in the TR2 phase assume a herringbone motif, which deviates from the coplanar orientation of the TR1 phase, and thus inhibits charge transport.

A one-to-one correlation with FET device performance for different TR1:TR2 phase ratios along with the GIXRD results clearly show that the FET carrier mobilities may change by two to three orders of magnitude as the ratio decreases. A decreasing percentage of the TR2 phase in thin films improves charge transport and consequently FET performance. Future directions will entail solvent annealing conditions to understand if a better control over obtaining the all TR1 phase, both in evaporated and dropcast films, is feasible. The existence of multiple crystal structures or polymorphs, as seen in this work, may be generic to other DPP oligomers and polymers, and could thus be responsible for variations in transport properties in FETs and photodiodes. A chain length dependence of Ph-TDPP-Ph oligomers up to five repeating units shows decreased crystallinity and $d$ spacing with increasing units, which has been attributed to a change in stacking due to conformational disorders. However, thus far there are no studies on the existence of polymorphs with increasing chain length. It is feasible that polymorphs may have an origin in the imperfect stacking with increased chain length. Correlating structure with transport studies of Ph-TDPP-Ph oligomers with well-defined chain lengths using high resolution GIXRD could help understand the connection between intermolecular electronic coupling and
Structural order. Such studies in the future will pave the way for design rules for DPP oligomers and polymers for improved carrier transport in electronic devices.

GIXRD from in-operando FETs is a unique way of obtaining not just the structural information but also structural changes, if any, under applied electric fields. GIXRD studies were conducted in-operando from Ph-TDPP-Ph FETs for different film thicknesses under an applied bias. The reflection peak positions of the TR1 and TR2 phases remain unchanged for pristine films versus biased devices. These results further suggest that the variations in FET performance originate from the ratio of the TR1 and TR2 phases and not any structural changes upon device operation.
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